
 

 
Presidents Greeting: 

Greetings fellow AA’s! 

March is a huge month for us as we had the Pleasant Valley High School Astronomy Club visit Menke Observatory 
on March 2

nd
, the Naturalist’s visiting Jens-Wendt Observatory on the 14

th
, the Messier Marathon from the 16

th
 

through the 18
th

 at Menke Observatory, and a Nebulae viewing get together back at Jens-Wendt on the 24
th

… 
Great fun ahead! 

April is our joint Astronomy Day Celebration at Bettendorf High School. We’ll meet up there just after lunch time 
and set up as many solar rigs as we can muster, and have a few scopes and maybe a few displays inside while folks 
wait for the Planetarium shows to begin. Afterwards we’ll head out to Jens-Wendt Observatory again for some 
viewing. Then we get a breather for a few months. 

August 12
th

 is our Meteor Shower Party where we partner with Pleasant Valley High School to watch the 
spectacle… this year it may be held at the Jr. High as it may be a bit darker and we can control headlights coming 
and going. A special thanx to Ian for handling this! 

And for the finale’… the last blast of the year… the September 7
th

 – 9
th

 Eastern Iowa Star Party! As we’ve talked 
about over the past few months, the 2018 EISP will be one for the books. Three heavy hitting speakers all in 
attendance on Saturday afternoon… Dr. Paul Sipiera, Dr. Jennifer Anderson, and David (Doveed) Levy! 

Yep, there is a fee this year, but for such a spectacular line up, and in the intimate setting of the Wapsi River 
Environmental and Educational Center, what a bargain! $50.00 for the full event… star party, door prices and great 
guest speakers… of course we have 3 other options… $35.00 just for the afternoon of speakers, and $25.00 for just 
the 3 day event (no speakers or door prizes), so let me know ASAP what your plans are and I’ll count that as a pre-
registration, otherwise registration forms will be out soon! Oh… the 4

th
 option? Stay at home and watch the tube! 

This would be the most expensive option because of all that you’d be missing out on!         

Clear Skies! 

Jeff 
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               Last Society Meeting Minutes: 
  
Date/Time Location 
6:30 PM on Monday March 19

th
, 2018         

105 McCarthy, St. Ambrose University, Davenport, IA 
 
Attendance (15 in attendance) 
Jeff Struve, Ian Spangenberg, Craig Cox, George Bailey, Robert Mitchell, Don Robinson, Ken Boquist, Mike 
Ombrello, Alan Sheidler, Paul Lavensque, Dana Taylor, Matt Neilssen, John Baker, Steve, VanHyfte, and Christian 
Allen 
 
Presentations 
New Gear (and for sale) 

 None at this time 
 
Member Outings 

 March 2
nd

 – Ian Spangenberg and the Pleasant Valley High School Astronomy Club visit to the St. Ambrose 
Menke Observatory. – 37 students in attendance. 

Ian and I (Jeff) were able to arrange for a field trip for his Pleasant Valley High School astronomy 
club to visit Menke Observatory on the night of Friday, March 2nd. 

Craig Cox, Mike Ombrello and I arrived early to make sure things were set up... Mike worked on 
his automated Losmandy/127mm Explore Scientific AP rig... Craig on his 16" Explore Scientific 
Dob, and I rolled the roof off of the roll off building and uncovered those scopes, unpacked and 
set up to computer control the 14" Edge SCT in the dome. 

Just at sunset I decided to see if I could perform a multi star alignment even though stars were 
not yet visible by eye... and yep... I was able to slew to the 6 I chose for alignment. 

Shortly after that alignment... about 6:30 PM, Ian showed up with about 30 students... and the 
fun began! 

Mike was stuck a bit with the confounded software update syndrome, but was able to 
demonstrate gear needed and complexities of quality astrophotography... and of course some of 
the pit falls. 

 Craig demonstrated star hopping and how to use star maps and the Telrad. As clouds started to 
roll in, he was still able to provide students with spectacular views of a half dozen objects or so. 

Inside the dome, I explained the differences in Alt/Az and EQ mounts and the benefits of each. 
We talked about why we do polar aligning, that Polaris was not the celestial center, and a bit 
about the earth’s wobble/precession... We also talked about computer control, how it worked, 
why use a joy stick with the software, the pitfalls of high magnification of objects and 
atmospheric impacts, filtering... both visual and for AP, how and why color and monochrome 
camera sensors worked,  Bayer matrix, how far away objects such as the Orion Nebulae was... 
what a light year was... Spectroscopy, how that worked and why it was used, how old the light 
from objects was... moving toward and away from that light, aka time travel... exoplanet and the 
belief in aliens... 

The tons and tons of questions were only exceeding by the amount of fun we had... thanks to Ian 
for setting up this opportunity for us! 
 

 March 3
rd

 – PAC at Castle Observatory- Alan and Ken 
- Pictures below 
- Alan worked with the setting circles on the scope in the Castle Observatory 

 

 March 10
th

 – PAC attended the WQPT Fundraiser @ 500 People – Western IL 
 
 



 March 14
th

 – IA Association of Naturalists Statewide Workshop at Sherman Park… 
QCAS puts on show for Iowa naturalists 
By Paul Levesque 
 

Naturalists from around the state of Iowa gathered at Sherman Park on the evening of March 14 
to see what the Quad Cities Astronomical Society – and the night sky – had to offer. 

The naturalists, about 20 in all, had come to Clinton County for a workshop put on by the Iowa 
Association of Naturalists.  Following a late afternoon hike and a delicious soup, chili and bread 
supper at the home of Sherman Park ranger Mark Roberts – host of the event – the naturalists 
strolled to the observatory for some viewing. 

QCAS was represented at the event by myself, Jeff Struve, Craig Cox and Mike Dannenfeldt.  
Weather conditions were near-perfect – clear, outside of a few high thin clouds, with tolerable 
temperatures and no wind to speak of. 

More and more stars came into view as the sun set and the sky darkened.  The objects viewed 
included M81 and M82, the Orion nebula, the “Leo triplet” galaxies, some globular clusters, and 
some double stars. 

The naturalists oohed and aahed, asked good questions, and seemed impressed by our 
equipment and our knowledge.  Thanks again to Mark Roberts for inviting QCAS and for allowing 
this opportunity for a first-class outreach event.  

 PAC – Will have their Niabi Public outing on 3/17 
 

 March 16 - 18 – The Menke Observatory Messier Marathon 

Wow.... it turned out to be an extremely short, quick, but nice night tonight! Got a bit chilly, but 
the warmth of the classroom and coffee helped out a lot... 

Most of the folks left around 11 PM... the time we said we'd go to... if the timing were better, all 
may have considered staying longer... but even battling a lite frost, we did have a good night. 

From the QCAS we had Ken Boquist, Byron Davis, Don Robinson, and Greg Weinberg, from the 
CAA we had Doug Slauson and Frank Olson, Jay Cunningham and 3 of his friends also attended as 
guests. 

Ken and Don brought their dobs 15.5" and 6" respectively, Ken also set up his 9.25" SCT, Greg 
broke out his incredible night vision rig, Byron had his 152mm refractor, and Doug and Frank 
used my 127mm triplet as Frank is considering purchasing one... Jay and friends wandered 
around checking out what others were viewing and spent a bit of time with me in the dome with 
the 14" SCT... 

Ken and I hung out until about 12:30... the sky was spectacular! 

And so we wrap up the truncated version of the 2108 QCAS Messier Marathon! 

Announcements 

 March 24
th

 – Nebulae Viewing at Jens-Wendt Observatory… Matt Neilssen will lead the event… please 
support his efforts! Thanx Matt! 

 

 April 21
st

 – Astronomy Day at Bettendorf High School and then Jens-Wendt  
 

 Alan about NCRAL 
PAC will be hosting the NCRAL annual meeting at Stony Creek Convention Center, May 3-4, 2019 
Theme: Astronomical Voyages of Discovery, Past, Present, and Future 

 
Main Presentation 

The March Society Meeting Presentation, Orbital Mechanics, was presented by Ian Spangenberg. Quite a nice 
presentation with a lot of member participation and discussion… it was great to break out paper, pencil, and a 
calculator to do a little hard astronomy! Thanx Ian!  



Additional Demo 
Dana Taylor shows a 3-D printed sundial that shows a dot-matrix time in its shadow 
Powerful magnet falling through copper tube induces eddy currents that induce secondary magnetic fields 
that oppose the field of the falling magnet and slow its fall (Lenz’ Law) 

 
Treasurers Report 

 Pleasant Valley High School donated $77.00 for our March 2
nd

 Menke Observatory program. 

 Our balance - $5163.41 - $450.00 EISP 

 We still need to do a complete inventory. 

 Check with your employer for grants and fund matching.   

 Don’t forget membership dues! $20 per individual and $10 per each family member! – Deadline is March 
31

st
. 

 
Review of Minutes 
The February Minutes as per the March Meridian were approved. 
 
Old Business 

 The doors at McCarthy Hall are kept locked when school is not in session. These dates are as follows: 
January 15, May 21, June 18, July 16, and December 17… On those meeting dates, the doors will be open 
from 6:30 PM and locked again at 7:15 PM. If you are running late, and need access after 7:15, text Jeff at 
309-737-0206 and he’ll send someone to let you in. We hold a brief social/Open Discussion time from 
6:30 until the meeting starts at 7:00 PM. 

 

 April 21
st

 – Astronomy Day at Bettendorf High School and that evening at Jens-Wendt Observatory… 
 
  

 

 August 11
th

 – Meteor Shower Party at Pleasant Valley High School or Jr. High School… 
 

 September 7 – 9, 2018 is the EISP...  speakers are shaping up! 
o Dr. Paul Sipiera, author and Planetary Studies Foundation President and CEO, who will speak on 

space rocks, and will bring in part of his extremely large collection for us to view. 

 
 

o Dr. Jenifer Anderson, Professor of Geoscience, Winona St. University, who is expert in impact 
craters. I believe that she has done work for NASA, and she was one of the guest speakers at last 
year's North Central Regions Astronomical League event. 

 

 
 



o David Levy… yep… in person! We are still in the planning stage, but it looks pretty good. This will 
still need a few pre-registration reply’s before we can commit… so if you haven’t please email 
Jeff Struve at PwrHsePro@aol.com 

 

 
   

o ES donated a 102mm Carbon Fiber Triplet. Jeff will bring the scope to the Monday, March 19
th

 
meeting to open the box. 

 

 
 

o Registration Fee 
o $25 for the party only, $35 for speakers only, $50 for party, raffle, and speakers. $10 per 

raffle ticket. 
o Munchies by donation 

o Please email Jeff as above or check in to QCAS Facebook page to mark your interest!   
 

 Steve VanHyfte - 20” Newtonian:  
o Drive cover replacement – Will work on when weather permits 
o Reposition focuser flip mirror to align properly 
o Primary mirror is binding – repair – needs 18 point support structure – QC CO Lab? 
o Adjust the altitude for proper polar aligning 
 

 Matt Neilssen - the new web site: Needs pics and info to post 
 

 Future Society meeting presentations requested: 

 George Bailey asked for: 
o Measure double stars – position, angle, separation 
o Measuring variable stars – magnitude 

 Ken Boquist asked for: 
o Local weather forecasting for astronomical viewing 

 Ian Spangenberg asked for: 
o Black Holes 
 

 We still will be setting up a time to collimate our SCT’s 
 

 We discussed the continuing endeavor to relocate the Jens Wendt Observatory to the Menke Observatory 
site. We feel that a 24’ X 32’ structure will meet our needs in housing the 20” and 16” Newt’s as well as 
additional pads/piers for member use.  

mailto:PwrHsePro@aol.com


New Business 

 Future Presentations: 
o Future Meeting – Weather Forecasting by Christen Allen 
o Future Meeting – RSpec by Jeff Struve 
o Future Meeting – Nebulae Presentation for the public – Jeff Struve 
o Future Meeting – Carl Wenning on the Astronomical League  
o Future Meeting – Alan Sheidler has a number of presentations that he had previously used for other 

activities 
o Steve VanHyfte – Talk on LA, Observatory, Crater, Dark Skies….  

 

 
 
 
Next Society Meeting: 
  
Date/Time Location 
6:30 PM on Monday, April 16

th
, 2018 

105 McCarthy Hall, St. Ambrose University, Davenport IA 
 
April Presentation 

The April presentation will be announced at a later date… sorry!  
 
Presentations for future meetings include Steve VanHyfte on Crater Observatory, Christian Allen on weather 
forecasting the QCA, Jeff Struve on the RSpec Spectroscopy software and a presentation on Nebulae geared for 
public outreach, Carl Wenning on the Astronomical League, and Alan Sheidler on topics to be agreed upon.  
Contact Jim Rutenbeck or Jeff Struve if you’d like to make a presentation. 
 
Other Business 

 April, Sat 21 – Astronomy Day w/evening Public Night – BHS 

 2018 EISP 

 20” Newt Refurb 

 Observatory Relocation 
 New Web Site  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Last Board Meeting Minutes: 
  
Date/Time Location  
Monday, March 5

th
, 2018  

6:30 PM to 8:30 PM 
Village Inn – Elmore, Davenport 
 
Attendance 
Jeff Struve – Present 
Craig Cox – Present 
Robert Mitchell – Present 
Matt Neilssen – Matt 
Dana Taylor – Absent 
Jim Rutenbeck – Absent 
 
GUESTS 
 
Agenda 
o 2018 Calendar 

 March 14
th

 – IA Association of Naturalists Statewide Workshop at Sherman Park…  
o Jeff and Craig will attend and Craig will talk to Mike O and Mike D 

 

 March 16 - 18 – The Menke Observatory Messier Marathon 
o Invite EISP Clubs – Munchies by donation 

 

 March 24
th

 Public Open House - Jeff and Craig will be out of town 
o Matt will run… will still do a Nebulae program… the program will be roughly 6:30 PM – 8:30 PM 

for any public attending then club outing afterwards. 
o Advertise to QC Astronomy, QCAS, and PAC on Facebook 

 

 April, Sat 21 – Astronomy Day w/evening Public Night – BHS 
o Robert and Jeff inside displays 
o Matt and Craig solar scopes 
o BHS will open planetarium 
o Robert Matt Craig Jeff to Sherman 
o Invite QC Astronomy, QCAS, and PAC  

 

 August, Sat 11 – Meteor Shower Party w/Constellations and Mars – PVHS 

 May hold the event at the Jr. High… better location 

 PA, Screen 

 Bring lawn chairs and enjoy 

 Invite QC Astronomy, QCAS, and PAC  
 

 September 7-9 EISP 

 Dr. Paul Sipiera 

 Dr. Jennifer Anderson 

 David Levy 

 Door Prizes – Jim Rutenbeck 

 Charge $25 for star party only, $35 for speakers only, $50 for star party, speakers, and raffle 
o Maybe SAU subsidizes? 

  The board voted on David Levy as attending as guest speaker as follows: 
o Jeff Struve – Yes 
o Craig Cox – Yes 
o Robert Mitchell –Yes 
o Matt Neilssen – Yes  

 



 Public Nights 

 Lights Off Signs and Parking Area Signs 
o Craig will investigate 

 Canned Presentations 
o Jeff has the following presentations completed 

 Binary Star Systems 

 The Moon 
o Jeff has the following presentations in progress 

 Nebulae 

 Intro to Imaging 

 Asteroids, Comets, and Meteors 
 
o Administrative 

 Main agenda topics for 2018 

 New  Website 
o Moving Jens Wendt Observatory to the Menke site 

 

 Treasurer Report 

 PVHS donated $77.00 for the March 2
nd

 event 

 Membership dues not received by March 31
st

 result in membership lapse 

 We need to do a complete inventory of items owned  

 Balance $4753.63 before new deposits 
 

 Trifolds 

 Jeff to try to have draft ready for the April Board meeting 
 

 Membership Registration/Renewal Forms 

 Jeff to try to have ready for April Board Meeting 
 

 Membership Cards 

 Use current until they run out 
 
o Jens Wendt Observatory Relocation to the Menke site 

 Roll off Roof Building – 24’ X 32’ 

 Piers for 16” and 20” Newtonians and room for tripod mounted scopes 

 Poured floor – Expansion joints to eliminate vibrations 

 Roll off Roof building to be frame, Dome Building to be concrete block for aesthetically matching 
the current structures – have a warm room for PC remote control? 

 6’ walls with an additional 18” wall built onto roof for head room when roof is closed 

 Additional electrical capacity 

 Additional pads w/electricity outside 

 Make sure Wi-Fi band width is sufficient 

 Dr. Mitchell will check for the Menke Roll Off Building plans and see if their Engineering Class will 
take on drawing prints and materials list for our building.  

 
o Revamp 20” (Steve VanHyfte) – Mirror cell revamp to 18 point (we are 9 point), Mirror edge support, Flip 

mirror, Replace the drive cover – Tentative completion date, July 14
th

 Public Open 

 Add a refractor? 

 Focusers not aligned properly 

 Inferior focusers may be adding the flexure 

 TT John Baker about 18pt floatation system…  

 Drive Cover Box – has template ready 

 20” is 99” long and horizontally 5.5’ high 
 
 



o Web Site 

 Will contain Treasurer Info (Board Member Access), Minutes, Applications, Links, Other 

 Approved budget of up to $2500.00 for web site less picture gallery 
 

o Other 

 Astronomical League 

 $10 for club 

 Minimum of 5 members 

 $7.50 per member unless all join then $5.00 per member 
 

 Flipcause fundraising 
 
Next Board Meeting: 
  
Date/Time Location 
Unless otherwise noted, Board Meetings will be held on the 1

st
 Monday of the month at 6:30 PM at the Village Inn 

Restaurant on Elmore and 53
rd

 in Davenport, IA. Please notify Jeff Struve if you plan on attending so seating 
arrangements can be made. Ordering from the menu is Dutch treat. 
 
 Agenda 

 Upcoming Events 

 New documents 
o Trifold 
o Application Form 
o Membership Renewal Form 
o Membership Cards 

 Observatory Relocation 

 Discuss the new web site 
 
Other Business 

 Discuss work to be done on the 20” 

 Discuss continued inventory 

 Discuss selling our heavy fiberglass step ladder and replacing it with an aluminum ladder for use in the roll 
off roof building. 

 
Secondary Topics 

 Intro to Spectroscopy class 

 PixInsight meetings/class 
 
 
 

                             



Member Spotlight: 
 

Is our 20” Newtonian an Honorary Member? 
 

    
 

    
 
 
 
 



Submitted Articles: 
 

THE WILTON OBSERVATORY PROJECT  
By Grant Harkness 

 
“From Where Will Our Next Explorers Emerge?” 

The Wilton Observatory Project represents a new dawn in K-12 education and will stand as a benchmark in 
educational excellence both locally and abroad. Your contribution will help to bring about a bright new future for 

the whole of humanity. 
   
PROJECT MISSION  
The overall mission of the Wilton Observatory Project is to expand upon the already robust offerings and 
technological capabilities of the Wilton Community School by providing an inspirational and educational arsenal of 
astronomy technology. This technology will be adapted and integrated to supplement and support existing STEM 
programs and curriculum as well as create stand-alone educational avenues. "Every Child Benefits, Every Child Is 
Inspired" is a core tenant of the project and will be crucial in answering the question of "From where will our next 
explorers emerge?"  
 
PROJECT FUNDING   
The Wilton Observatory Project will seek funding through campaigns targeting social media, PTO engagement, 
corporate and private partnerships along with philanthropic organizations. All proposed costs are expected to be 
covered by fundraising and the project is not seeking construction and instrumentation funding from the School 
Board. The project also seeks to cover ongoing operational expenses via a fund set up with money not spent after 
all initial costs are covered. The project seeks only the land needed for the building phase. Reoccurring electrical, 
gas, and building maintenance costs will be incurred by the school district, as with any school facility. These costs, 
as previously stated, will be supplemented by the profits of the observatory investment fund.   
 
OBSERVATORY LOCATION   
The proposed location of the observatory will be on the grounds of The Wilton Community School, East of the 
maintenance building and football field, near the Southern border of the property. This location provides easy 
access to electrical and gas services, as well as high-speed data. This location also provides the students with a 
modest walk, reducing travel times seen with more remote locations along the Northeast portion of the property. 
The Observatory Command Center, housing the control and data acquisition computers and main instructional 
space, will be located within the AG Building, utilizing a remodeled space formerly used as a computer lab.   
 
OBSERVATORY DESIGN  
This project utilizes a unique, cost-effective and environmentally conscious approach to development. The main 
observatory that houses the primary telescope, a 12” Meade LX600ACF, along with the instrumentation will have a 
roll-off roof with a centrally located and seismically isolated pier. Local control and observation will be available 
within this building through the use of a small-scale control center, featuring full system operability across all 
modules and applications. Temperature will be maintained within a few degrees of ambient outside air 
temperature and the space will feature a dehumidifier.   
 
This approach reduces heating and cooling costs and impact, as well as increases the quality of the observatory 
user experience through reduced temperature differences. Interior lighting will have both white and red options 
for normal and night vision operations.   
 
The Observatory Command Center will be developed within an existing building on the grounds of the Wilton 
Community School. The former ICN Room in the AG Building will be remodeled to meet the needs of the project. 
The resulting space will feature a Command and Control Station where students and student groups will be able to 
guide the telescope, monitor target tracking, formulate target lists, monitor live feeds from international 
notification networks and monitor progress. Their activities will be featured on a large TV above their work station. 
At a separate location within the room will be a Data Acquisition Station where students and student groups will 
control the instrumentation packages attached to the telescope. Their work will be featured on a TV above their 
work station as well. Central to both stations will be a teacher’s desk that will feature a computer capable of 



controlling and monitoring all aspects of the observatory and can be utilized as a stand-alone command station 
during times when students are not engaged in Command and Control and Data Acquisition activities.   
 
Data sets collected during the course of observatory operations will be cataloged and stored in cloud storage and 
will be accessible to other students, student groups and teachers. This aspect of storage for future utilization adds 
depth and purpose to the activities the students will be involved in. The Observatory Command Center will feature 
work stations loaded with processing and analysis software that will allow students the opportunity to collect 
incoming data and analyze it or compile it into sets for other uses. Functionally this provides four separate avenues 
of exploration within the same space, those being Command and Control, Data Acquisition, Data Processing and 
individual or teacher-led study.   
 
Through the utilization of an existing space for our Observatory Command Center we will reduce our 
environmental impact for this project, see an underutilized room have new life breathed into it, meet all ADA 
requirements, provide restroom facilities to program users, as well as increase overall accessibility to all grade 
levels. This mixed approach to project development truly will be the best blend of old and new.   
 
 
 

 
 
 



UChicago activities at Yerkes Observatory to end in 2018 

March 7, 2018 

The University of Chicago has announced plans to wind down its activities at Yerkes Observatory in Williams Bay, 
Wis., over the next six months and to formally cease on-site operations by Oct. 1, 2018. 

The upcoming summer season will therefore be the final season of University activities at Yerkes. The University is 
announcing the plans well in advance in order to engage with Yerkes staff and nearby communities, including the 
village of Williams Bay, in considering long-term plans for the property. 

Despite its important history, the Yerkes facility and its instrumentation no longer contribute directly to the 
research mission of the University of Chicago, which has made major investments in the Magellan and Giant 
Magellan telescopes in Chile. Yerkes has continued to make important contributions through its education and 
outreach programs, and that work, which remains important to the University, will now relocate to the Hyde Park 
campus. 

“Science at Yerkes in the 20th century led to key discoveries and advances in the field of astronomy, when the 
observatory helped build the foundation for modern astrophysics,” said Edward (Rocky) Kolb, dean of the Division 
of the Physical Sciences and a professor in the Department of Astronomy & Astrophysics. “It is an important part of 
the history of the University, and we hope it will become, in some form, a valuable resource to the surrounding 
community and visitors to the Lake Geneva area.” 

Since the observatory was established by the University in 1897, it has been the home of groundbreaking work by 
scientists such as George Ellery Hale, Edwin Hubble and Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar. The facility was the home 
of UChicago’s Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics from the time it opened until it began relocating to 
Hyde Park in the 1960s. In recent decades, the University’s research in observational astronomy has shifted to 
using facilities located all over the globe and in space. 

The University and staff at Yerkes will honor existing commitments for events at the facility scheduled before Oct. 
1, and will accept new bookings on a case-by-case basis. 

“Unfortunately, operating Yerkes no longer makes sense for the University from a programmatic or cost 
standpoint. Drawing to a close our operations there is the first step in a collaborative process to determine the 
ultimate disposition of the buildings and property,” said David Fithian, executive vice president of the University. 
“We currently have no specific plans nor have we approached any potential buyers.”    

Derek Douglas, vice president for civic engagement and external affairs, will represent the University in discussing 
options with the leadership of Williams Bay and its residents starting this month. 

https://news.uchicago.edu/article/2018/03/07/uchicago-activities-yerkes-observatory-end-2018 

 

             

https://news.uchicago.edu/article/2018/03/07/uchicago-activities-yerkes-observatory-end-2018


An email from the NASA Night Sky Network 
 
Quad Cities Astronomical Society  

From  asherwood asherwood@astrosociety.orghide details  

To  PwrHsePro PwrHsePro@aol.com 

Hi club members, 

We’re reaching out from the NASA Night Sky Network, a coalition of more than 450 clubs across the US dedicated 
to astronomy outreach. We’ve been providing astronomy clubs with tools and resources from NASA and beyond 
for more than a dozen years and continue to innovate based on your needs. 

We see your club is doing great outreach and we want to offer our services and support if you are interested. 

The NASA Night Sky Network offers: 

Members-only webinars with NASA scientists 

Toolkits full of activities designed just for amateur astronomers 

Club Management tools for membership, email, event coordination, and more - all available online for 
centralized and ongoing collaborative use 

Automatic discounts on magazines that members update themselves 

Outreach award pins and other recognition prizes 

See all the events listed and get your club’s events added.  

As a bonus, clubs that sign up and post 10 upcoming events by the end of July receive an Eclipse Toolkit full of 
hundreds of solar viewing glasses and handouts to share with your club and community. 

To find out more about the network and apply to become a member club, click here: 

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/about.cfm 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact us here:  

nightskyinfo@astrosociety.org 

Clear skies, Andee Sherwood, Night Sky Network 

 

 

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/about.cfm
mailto:nightskyinfo@astrosociety.org


Stephen Hawking (01/08/42 – 03/14/18) – A pictorial memorial 

 

“Not only does God play dice, but... he sometimes throws them where they cannot be seen.” 

             

 

“Life would be tragic if it weren't funny.” 



 

 

“My goal is simple. It is a complete understanding of the universe, why it is as it is and why it exists 

at all.” 

 

“We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on a minor planet of a very average star. But we can 

understand the Universe. That makes us something very special.” 



Gallery 
 

March 2
nd

 Pleasant Valley High School visit to Menke Observatory 
 

 
 

  
 

March 14
th

 Iowa Association of Naturalists Statewide Workshop vist to Jens-Wendt Observatory 
 

    
 

Ian’s Presentation 
 

   



Dana’s Demo’s 

   
PAC Pics 
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

   



For Sale – Wanted  
  
For Sale:  
 

- A gentleman by the name of Jerry Hansen is selling his telescope, filters, and other associated 
equipment.  If you are interested in finding out more about it, please let me know and I will send you his 
contact information so you can find out more and negotiate directly with him (if interested).  It looks like a 
nice unit.  Thanks.   Al Sheidler. ADSheidler@gmail.com  

 

 
 
 

- An amateur astronomer by the name of Noe Vega is wanting to sell his 10” Colapsable SkyWatcher 
Dobsonian. He can be contacted at: http://machlink.com/~nvega/10-DOB/ 

 
 
 
- New 2

nd
 Addn “Inside PixInsight” by Warren Keller. $30.00 – 1 left! Contact Jeff Struve at 

PwrHsePro@aol.com 
 

 

 

mailto:ADSheidler@gmail.com
http://machlink.com/~nvega/10-DOB/
mailto:PwrHsePro@aol.com


- Mike Ombrello has for sale the pictured binocular boom and tripod… Contact Mike at 
Ombrello@mac.com  

 

        
 
 
 

 
Editor’s Note: 
 
Please help improve the substance of our newsletter by submitting articles and pictures for publication. Variety is 
the spice of life… be spicy!  
 
Types of articles that would really be interesting could include What’s In the Sky This Month, equipment reviews, 
experiences you’ve had in astronomy, sketches you’ve drawn, trips you’ve taken to observatories or star parties, a 
high level overview of your favorite astronomer, movie, book or article reviews, list astronomy gear that you want 
to buy or sell, and of course pictures you’ve taken and how they were done… 
 
If each member submitted 1 article per year we could have an incredibly varied and interesting newsletter… that is 
my challenge to you! 
 
Also…. Drop an email, text, or make a phone call or two… members want to get together outside of normal club 
events to discuss and work on our hobby! 
 
Jeff  
 
 

 
 

mailto:Ombrello@mac.com


Calendar of Events – 2018 
 
01/04/18 – Board Meeting 

01/15/18 – Society Meeting 

01/20/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 5:00 PM Intro to Spectroscopy and Double Stars 

Presentation) 

02/13/18 – Board Meeting 

02/17/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 5:30 PM Intro to Imaging Presentation) 

02/19/18 – Society Meeting  

03/02/18 – PVHS Astronomy Club to Menke Observatory 

03/05/18 – Board Meeting 

03/14/18 – Sherman Park requested event for the Iowa Association of Naturalists Statewide Workshop 

03/16-18/18 – Messier Marathon 

03/19/18 – Society Meeting 

03/24/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (First Quarter 7:00 PM Orion and Other Nebulae Presentation) 

04/02/18 – Board Meeting 

04/16/18 – Society Meeting 

04/21/18 – Bettendorf High School Astronomy Day w/evening Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 8:00 

PM EAA Presentation) 

05/05/18 – Menke Public Open 

05/07/18 – Board Meeting 

05/19/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 8:30 PM Presentation???) 

05/21/18 – Society Meeting 

06/04/18 – Board Meeting 

06/09/18 – Menke Public Open 

06/16/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 8:30 PM Star Cluster Presentation) 

06/18/18 – Society Meeting 

06/21/18 – Wayne Jens Memorial Solar Observing Day 

07/02/18 – Board Meeting 

07/07/18 – Menke Public Open 

07/14/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 8:30 PM Presentation???) 

07/16/18 – Society Meeting 

07/21/18 – Niabi Zoo w/PAC 

08/04/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Last Quarter – 8:00 PM Planets Presentation) 

08/06/18 – Board Meeting 

08/11/18 – Pleasant Valley High School – Meteor Shower Party w/Constellations and Mars 

08/18/18 – Menke Public Open 

08/20/18 – Society Meeting 

09/06/18 – Board Meeting 

09/07-09/18 – Eastern Iowa Star Party 

09/15/18 – Menke Public Open 

09/17/18 – Society Meeting 

09/29/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waning Gibbous – 7:00 PM Moon Presentation) 

10/01/18 – Board Meeting 

10/13/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 6:30 PM Andromeda and other Galaxies Presentation)  

10/15/18 – Society Meeting 

10/20/18 – Niabi Zoo w/PAC 

11/05/18 – Board Meeting 

11/10/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (Waxing Crescent 5:00 PM Presentation???) 

11/17/18 – Niabi Zoo w/PAC 

11/19/18 – Society Annual Dinner Meeting and Elections 

12/03/18 – Board Meeting 

12/15/18 – Public Night at Jens Wendt (1
st
 Quarter 4:30 PM ISS, Satellites, Iridium Flares Presentation)  

12/17/18 – Society Meeting 

 
 



          
 
 

QCAS  Correspondence: 

Please contact the society at: P.O. Box 3706, Davenport, IA, 52808. 

Members are welcome and encouraged to submit articles for The Meridian. Submit any and all interesting items (via e-
mail) to: PwrHsePro@aol.com and/or MitchellRobertC@sau.edu 

QCAS Officers and Contacts: 

Officers 

President: Jeff Struve  

Vice-Pres:  Craig Cox 

Secretary: Dr. Robert Mitchell  

Treasurer: Matt Neilssen 

Director: Dana Taylor 

Chairpersons 

Facilities: Dana Taylor  

Meridian Editor: Jeff Struve 

Outreach: Matt Neilssen  

Programming: Jim Rutenbeck 

Web Master: Dana Taylor, Matt Neilssen  

Publicity: Paul Levesque 

 

PwrHsePro@aol.com 

AdmiralCox2000@yahoo.com 

MitchellRobertC@sau.edu  

Matt.Neilssen@gmail.com 

Dana@NelsonTaylor.com 

 

Dana@NelsonTaylor.com 

PwrHsePro@aol.com 

Matt.Neilssen@gmail.com 

JRutenbeck@frontier.com 

Dana@NelsonTaylor.com 

Levesque5562@att.net 
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